Fraud News and Alerts:

Debit Card Skimming

Your security is important to us!
How Card Skimming Happens.

• Shop with merchants you know and trust.

• ATMs: an ATM skimming device is used and fits over the
real ATM card reader slot. ATM users do not know their
information is being intercepted as their card is inserted
into the false reader.

• Make sure all internet purchases are secured with
encryption to protect your account information.
Look for secure transaction symbols such as a lock
symbol in the lower right hand corner of your web
browser, or https:// in the address bar of the website.

• Gasoline Pumps: this skimming device is installed inside
a gas pump in minutes and is not visible to users. This is
prevalent at gas stations in tourist areas, so be extra
vigilant in these environments.
• Handheld Devices: someone can take your debit card
and quickly record the information with a swipe on
these small devices. Limit times when your debit
card is out of your sight and not in your possession.
• Keystroke Loggers: this device can be attached to
public-use computers, like those found at the library,
or debit card point-of-sale devices to record passwords
and other personal data. They can also be downloaded
onto your computer as malicious spyware.

How to Protect Yourself.
• Before using an ATM, examine the card reader, pin pad
and surrounding area for attached devices. Do not use
an ATM if it has unusual signage or looks suspicious.
• Opt to pay inside rather than paying at the pump at
gas stations, or when entering your PIN, hold your hand
up to conceal the keypad or screen to make it difficult
for a person or camera to see.
• Always take your debit card with you at the end of
any transaction.
• Don’t let your debit card out of your sight during a
point-of-sale transaction.

• Never give out your debit card number or personal
information over the phone unless you initiated the call
and verified who you are dealing with.
• Keep your credit and debit card in a safe and secure
place at all times. Treat it as you would cash.
• Review your account frequently, check for any suspicious
transactions and report them immediately to your bank.
Criminals are more organized and sophisticated than
ever before. Attacks on ATM machines range from simplistic
to highly-organized efforts involving multiple ATMs across
the country, hundreds of fraudulent cards and criminal
gangs across the globe.

So, how do criminals get customers’ debit card data?
Here are 10 different ways:
Steal Cards

Hijacked Terminals

Attack Sophistication: Low
Scale of Attack: Low
The simplest way for a criminal to get card data is to steal
someone’s card. To get the PIN, the thief might shoulder
surf or guess a weak password, such as a birthdate.

Attack Sophistication: High
Scale of Attack: Moderate
A terminal can be hijacked by replacing the operating system
with a compromised one. An avenue of attack might be
available for those ATMs with remote control capabilities
that are left in the default (and unsecured) settings.
Stolen machines might also be modified and then used
to replace an existing, non-compromised terminal.

Steal Machines
Attack Sophistication: Low
Scale of Attack: Moderate
A criminal might decide to steal either an ATM or POS
terminal. Cash can be pulled from the ATMs, but both types
of machines can store card numbers if misconfigured.
A stolen machine is also valuable in order to learn about
weaknesses or ways to physically attack it.

Offline Account Takeover
Attack Sophistication: Moderate
Scale of Attack: Low
Breaking into mailboxes and stealing bank statements or
other personal information can lead to identity theft.
Often, criminals try to change the victim’s mailing address
with the bank, order a new card, and activate it.

Separate Skimming Device
Attack Sophistication: Low
Scale of Attack: Moderate
If a criminal can gain possession of a debit card for just a
few seconds, then they can swipe it through a reader and
obtain critical data.

Overlaid Skimming Devices
Attack Sophistication: Low
Scale of Attack: Moderate
In this case, the criminal places a card reader over the
machine’s intrinsic reader. They might also attach a video
camera or a pin-pad overlay to capture the PIN.

Internal Skimming Devices
Attack Sophistication: Moderate
Scale of Attack: Moderate to High
More capable criminals can place a skimming device inside
a terminal, such as at a gas pump. The skimmer intercepts
messages on the data lines. This type of fraud is tough to
detect without opening up machines.
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Ghost ATMs and Fake Fronts
Attack Sophistication: Moderate
Scale of Attack: Moderate
Why add a skimming device to a real terminal when you
can just use your own fake one? Criminals have been known
to place fake, modified terminals in public spaces where
victims will use their cards but receive communication error
messages. In reality, the terminal has captured critical card
data and PIN, and stored it for later retrieval.

Buying the Data
Attack Sophistication: Low
Scale of Attack: Moderate to High
With so many means of attack, there is an abundance
of stolen card information on the market. Lazy criminals
can simply buy card data, starting at $1 or less. Quality
costs extra, but in the underground marketplace there are
products for everyone.

Data Breaches
Attack Sophistication: High
Scale of Attack: High
Capable hackers are able to crack the security on merchants
and other card data holders and access large volumes
of critical card data. With the heightened awareness of
cybercrime, the industry has made strides in using more
secure techniques for storing data (or in many cases,
ensuring that they don’t store it). This has made it harder for
criminals, but there are still many opportunities for attacks.
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